Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 21

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. the place where something is located
6. “Fit as a fiddle” is an old ___.
8. Pay ___ to the speaker.
12. sadness, for example
13. The teacher gave him ___ to speak.
14. very old
17. The heat will ___ toward evening.
18. This document proves he is an ___ member.
20. one who plays an instrument or sings
22. north, for example
25. distrust
26. Tonight, ___ to the show is five dollars.
28. opposite of deep
29. not wasting time or energy
30. When did the settlers ___ the new colony?

Down
2. a copy
3. opposite of proud
4. very pleasant-tasting
5. A person must adapt to each new ___.
7. kindness and understanding
9. She has the ___ to become a great singer.
10. part
11. relationship
15. opposite of generous
16. amaze
19. helpful
21. necessary
23. shy
24. Apply ___ to a cut to stop the bleeding.
27. country